
Extracts from Krishna Kumar (1991) Political Agenda of Education : a study of colonialist and nationalist ideas , 

Sage Publications

MEEK DICTATOR : The Paradox of  Teacher’s Personality – some extracts

The proper teacher, of a proper school subject, is expected to maintain a distance from students. This is 

consciously held to be the right means to uphold one's position of command. In several schools and colleges, 

this position is concretely expressed by the wooden or cement platform upon which the teacher's desk and 

chair are placed. Secondary school teachers are told during training never to leave the vicinity of their desk. The 

trainee who walks around in the classroom and readily reaches out to children is penalized. The blackboard, 

too, shares the zone invested with symbolic power. Trainees are told never to stand with their face turned 

towards the blackboard, even while writing on it. The idea is that the teacher must never turn his face away 

from the students who must always feel and actually find him looking at them. 

Questioning by students is a rare phenomenon in Indian classrooms. Teachers are expected to encourage 

students to ask questions and trainees are sometimes required to write down the questions they expect their 

students might ask. Once training is over, however, few teachers find it possible or necessary to leave time for 

student questioning. It is true that students are rarely eager to ask questions, since their own upbringing does 

not encourage questioning' But even the teacher who somehow remains concerned about student questioning 

usually encourages questions only to ensure that nothing in the lesson is left unclear: Like everyone else, he 

treats questioning as a means of seeking clarification or further information; never as a means of independent 

inquiry. Typically, he ends his lesson by asking, 'anything you want, me to repeat? Anything unclear?' The 

message is that a question indicates unclear understanding. There is no scope for welcoming a question that 

opens up a possibility of fresh inquiry. If by chance such a question is ever asked, its freshness and depth are 

likely to be ignored. Worse still, it may be regarded as inconvenient if the teacher has difficulty responding to it. 

'Good' students are supposed to regard the teacher's discomfiture in such a situation as unfortunate. The 

teacher is not supposed to say, 'I don't know.' It may take years of classroom visits for one to hear from a 

teacher, I’ll  look it up' or 'why don't you check it?'

It can be argued that this is a  global phenomenon, that genuine inquiry among students is not encouraged 

anywhere. Whatever truth there may be in such a general statement, it still leaves the Indian classroom reality 

a somewhat special phenomenon. 

What we see in Indian classrooms is not just reluctance on the part of students or apathy on the part of the 

teacher, but a conscious pursuit...of unquestionable knowledge. Historically, this view of knowledge can be 

linked to the tradition of regarding the teacher or guru as an infallible authority. Colonial rule could not unsettle 

this perception of the teacher. Indeed, the policies that colonial rule followed in the area of curriculum 

provided an indirect support to this perception. As we saw in the last chapter, the curriculum and texts 

introduced by the colonial administration reflected an alien epistemology. The teacher was given no autonomy 

to organize or represent the 'truth' of the new knowledge. The fact that among the natives he alone. seemed to 

possess the new knowledge further enhanced his status as an authority. It makes sense to argue that the 

decline that occurred under colonial rule in the economic and professional status of the teacher must have 

affected his own attitude towards school knowledge. The curriculum and the content of the texts he was 
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required to impart under the new system did not have any cultural sanction. Nor did it have local relevance and 

validity. Yet the teacher had no choice; he could not reject the new knowledge, nor was he permitted to 

restructure it in the context of traditional and local forms of knowledge. Under these circumstances, the act of 

imparting the new knowledge became a ritual which training programmes for teachers legitimised. Classroom 

instruction became an administrative necessity. As a member of the local community, sharing its culture and 

valid forms of knowledge, the teacher could well afford to scoff at the knowledge he was himself imparting in 

the school. It was not his job to make this knowledge meaningful. His personality was thus split into two 

halves--one representing the salaried employee of the education system, and the other representing a literate, 

traditionally revered member of the local community. If our thesis is correct, it answers the problem we had 

posed in the introductory chapter, namely, why the teacher accompanying a group of children to the zoo 

remains indifferent to, the experience and knowledge children are supposed to gain there.

The only change that has come about in this matter since the days of colonial rule is that now bureaucratic 

authority is assisted by quasi-bureaucratic experts in curriculum and text selection. An international study of 

the teacher's role in curriculum planning revealed that the Indian situation presented 'the clearest and most 

negative picture' in the whole inquiry. This conclusion is consistent with our understanding that, in India, the 

teacher's appropriate job continues to be regarded as that of delivering the prescribed content of textbooks. 

The student's duty is to ingest this prescribed content. 

There is no room in this process for genuine inquiry, for it is assumed that all necessary inquiry has already 

been made and that the results of the inquiry have been packaged in the syllabus and the textbook. Questions 

can only be asked to clarify one's understanding of this packaged knowledge. As we have argued in this chapter, 

this perception of knowledge arose under the specific historical circumstances created by colonization and it 

became a part of the culture of education in India in association with the older traditions of teacher-learner 

relationship.
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WHAT IS WORTH TEACHING ? by Dr. Krishna Kumar (1992 / 1997)

(Some Extracts)

Textbooks & Educational Culture .......

Textbooks are universally used but they mean different things in different countries. Their practical use 

in the, school's daily routine and their symbolic function varies  from one educational system to the 

next. In some countries,, textbooks are published only by private publishers; in others, only by the 

government. In certain countries, state authorities merely recommend suitable textbooks, leaving 

school authorities and teachers free to select the ones they  like; in others, specific textbooks are 

prescribed by the state, and no deviation is expected or allowed. In some countries, textbooks are 

purchased by the school and provided to children; in others, children must buy their own copies of the 

prescribed textbooks and carry them to school every morning in a capacious schoolbag.

Perhaps the most important variation, from the viewpoint of pedagogy and curriculum, is in the 

manner in which textbooks are used. In some educational systems the teacher decides when she 

wants children to consult a textbook. She prepares her own curricular plan and mode of assessment, 

and she decides which materials, printed or  otherwise, she wants to use. Textbooks are just one of 

the  many aids available to her. Such freedom can only be  dreamt of in other educational systems 

where the  teacher is tied to the prescribed textbook. She has no choice-in curriculum or materials or 

assessment. A textbook is prescribed for each subject, and the teacher has to teach it, lesson by 

lesson, until there are no more lessons left. She must ensure that the children can do the exercises 

given at the end of each lesson without help, for this is what they will have to do in the final 

examination. The textbook symbolizes the authority under which the teacher must accept to work. It 

also symbolizes the teacher's subservient status in the educational culture.

Since the use of textbooks, the process of their production, and their symbolic function in the 

teacher's daily routine varies so much, it is wrong to talk of textbooks in a global sense. Yet, that is 

what happens all the time. Pedagogical writings typically assume that textbooks have a universally 

accepted function. And not just pedagogical writings, even educational planning exercises are often 

based on the assumption that textbooks are a value-free, globally relevant input. International, 

studies and aid-based production of textbooks, are often based on such an assumption. Yet, it ought 

to be self-evident that when the World Bank finances a project to improve textbooks in the 

Philippines, or when a Canadian publisher modifies a textbook to make it marketable in the West 

Indies, or when a team of textbook writers in an Indian organization at the state level consults an 

American textbook to gain new ideas-in each case, the term 'textbook' refers to a distinct commodity 

whose practical and symbolic functions will be shaped by the socioeconomic and cultural milieu in 

which it will be used. 

In each case, the textbook will be a part of the overall educational culture whose meanings will be 

determined by the structures of interaction prevailing among state authorities, teachers and 

children.
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In the ordinary Indian school, the textbook dominates the curriculum. The teacher is bound by 

the textbook since it is prescribed, and not just recommended, by state authorities. Each child 

must possess his own copy of the textbook prescribed for each subject, and he must carry all the 

textbooks along with notebooks (popularly called ‘copies') to school every day. The teacher 

spends most of the time in class simplifying or interpreting the textbook and familiarizing 

students with its content to the point where it can be easily memorized. With some variation in 

different subjects and at different levels, the textbook is used for class routines like loud reading, 

silent reading, comprehension exercises, recapitulation, homework and tests. At all levels of 

school education, the textbook acts as a substitute syllabus or rather as .the operative part of the 

syllabus. Students expect to be examined strictly within the limits of what the textbook contains 

on any topic. For the teacher, it acts as a structuring device, offering a programme of sequenced 

action which applies uniformly to all schools within a provincial or nation-wide system. ...............

(Pages  23 – 25)

The government  has no specific policy guidelines on the question of co-education. Both  at the 

secondary school and the college stage, separate institutions for girls continue to be started in the 

name of promoting female education. Apart from legitimizing the ‘purdah’  system, such 

institutions perpetuate the tragic pattern of socialization of which I have offered a glimpse. I call 

this pattern tragic because it dehumanizes. The boy who learns to perceive girls as objects 

annihilates his chances of relating to a woman as a friend and of enriching his life with such a 

relationship. He becomes a victim of his own attitudes. He begins to lead a life in which the desire 

for sex is transformed into the need to oppress, a point 1 will discuss below. Our university 

campuses and colleges have lakhs of such boys.

This discussion may suggest that coeducation is the answer to the problem. It may be an answer but 

it is by no means easy or straightforward. By merely putting boys and girls together we cannot solve 

the problem of stereotyping of girls by boys and by male teachers. My student Bharati Roychoudhury 

studied male teachers' behaviour in mixed classrooms in Delhi schools and concluded that girls were 

given far less attention, encouragement and opportunities for responsible action than boys. In 

England several educators have expressed the view that coeducational schools offer fewer 

opportunities to girls than all-girls' schools do.

Such a view does not surprise me and I find it extremely important to keep it in mind when we urge 

the government to move towards coeducation in all schools. Unless such a move is accompanied by 

significant changes in teacher training, the move may end up being counter-productive to girls. I 

believe that stereotyping of personality on the basis of Sex is just as rampantly common among 

school teachers as it is in other members of society. Teachers would have to be trained to look at boys 

and girls in an undiscriminating way if we want to humanize the culture of our schools by making 

them coeducational. .................                           

(Pages  89 – 90)

As a boy I was surrounded by a powerful discourse that delineated girls and women as sex objects, 

with little or nothing of their own in life in terms of sensation or demand.
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This kind of discussion leads one to wonder whether socialization is a closed process. Such a 

thought finds fertile ground in the commonly held view that the school and community should be 

complementary to each other in socializing the young. If one accepts this principle of 

complementariness, then there is no hope for changing the prevailing code of sex-typing through 

education, which means, that there is no hope that education can intervene in the cultural 

reproduction of entrenched sex-roles. Yet, educationists never tire of telling the world that 

education is an agency of change. How does one get out of this contradiction? 1 think the way out is 

to propose counter-socialization as the school's domain. 

That is, we need not see the school as an institution working in harmony with the community or the 

larger society in the  matter of sex-role socialization.  On the contrary, we need to perceive the 

school in conflict with the community's code of socialization.

This line of thought would lead us to reflect on the ways and means by which the school can act as 

a counter-socializer in sex-role learning. If the community believes in segregating the sexes during 

adolescence, the school must set an alternative example by mixing the sexes. Similarly,  while the 

larger social ethos offers stereotyped models of men's and women's roles, the school must insist 

that the adults working in it will not act in stereotyped and stereotyping ways. In the world outside 

the school,  knowledge about sex is taboo; in the school such knowledge must be accessible. ..........

(Pages  93 – 94)
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Beyond the Right to Education lies a school of hard knocks

ARUNA SANKARANARAYANAN

  

THE LONG ROAD TO GOOD SCHOOLING: Girls on their way to school near Koraput, Orissa. Photo: K.R. Deepak 
The Hindu
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The Supreme Court's recent mandate that private unaided non-minority schools should reserve 25 per 

cent of seats for underprivileged children is being hailed as a landmark ruling. The spirit of the 

decision is indeed laudable as it reflects the egalitarian ethos of the Right to Education (RTE) Act. Thus, 

as private schools open their doors to children from marginalised sections of society, the government 

pats itself on the back for engineering a social revolution. Aside from the logistical complications this 

entails, the government's congratulatory mood is both premature and misguided for a number of 

reasons.

Undoubtedly, education is the quintessential passport to greater opportunities — be they economic, 

academic or social. As the RTE Act holds, all children, regardless of their family backgrounds or 

individual profiles, should have access to a meaningful education that empowers them to read 

critically, problem-solve analytically and think imaginatively.

ASER study

However, our collective enthusiasm for the court's decision would turn out to be misplaced if anyone 

bothers to do basic math. According to a study published online by Dr. Wilima Wadhwa of Annual 

Status of Education Report (ASER), enrolment in private schools in 2008 was 22.6 per cent. While this 

figure is likely to have increased since, over 70-75 per cent of our children still attend government 

schools. Even as private schools reserve 25 per cent of seats for economically backward children, the 

vast majority will still be schooled in government-run institutions. Moreover, most children in rural 

areas attend government schools. According to the District Information System for Education 2010-11, 

as many as 84 per cent of children in villages attend government schools. If the RTE Act has to be 

implemented in letter and in spirit, the government cannot ignore the quality of education it provides 

under its roof just because it has “won” the reservation battle with private institutions. Even as the 

government makes private schools “socially responsible,” it still has to bear the onus of educating the 

majority of children. Further, the assumption that private schooling is superior to a government 

education is based on the fact that children in the former tend to outperform the latter in 

examinations. But that is a superficial reading of facts. Once we scratch the surface, we find that other 

factors also contribute to children's better outcomes in private schools, as indicated in a study 

conducted by Dr. Wadhwa. When parental education, tuition classes and economic disparities are 

controlled for, the difference in reading scores between government and private schools falls 

drastically from 20 per cent to five per cent.

In addition, we have to recognise that private schools differ vastly in terms of the quality of education 

they provide. This is why there are serpentine queues from the early hours of the morning for 

admissions into kindergarten in a few reputed schools. The scramble for seats is evidence of the 

dearth of quality education. Just herding children into private schools is not going to ensure their 

learning unless teachers are sensitised and trained to deal with children with different profiles. 

According to a study conducted by Wipro and Educational Initiatives, there are significant differences 

in the scores of children attending schools affiliated to the various national and State boards. Besides, 
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children in the “top” private schools also exhibit rote learning and prejudiced thinking on sensitive 

socio-cultural issues.

Three factors abroad

Thus, we cannot overlook the fact that our educational system, both government and private, is in 

need of serious overhaul. In 2007, McKinsey and Company published a report that analysed why some 

school systems in the world ranked highly in international assessments of literacy, numeracy and 

problem-solving year after year. Top performing countries included Belgium, Finland, Japan, Hong 

Kong, Netherlands, Singapore and South Korea. While the countries sported vast differences, both 

culturally and politically, three factors regarding their education systems were common to all high 

performing nations.

First, a teaching job in these countries, unlike in India, is a high-status profession. In addition to 

receiving salaries comparable to other well-paying jobs, teacher training courses are highly selective 

and admit only the cream of graduates. Second, teachers are provided intensive training and new 

recruits are mentored on the job. In our country, teachers tend to work in isolation and inexperienced 

teachers are expected to handle a class on their own without additional guidance. Third, in the top-

performing countries, schools try to offer the best possible education for every child by supporting 

those who lag behind. These schools monitor student performance closely and intervene when 

children fall behind by employing special educators who are trained in remedial instruction.

Thus, both government and private schools need to implement systemic changes. The coming 

academic year is an apt starting point when the RTE goes into effect nationally. Private schools need to 

welcome poor children wholeheartedly and prepare to meet the educational demands that this 

reservation will bring. Our educational establishments are generally insensitive to children with 

learning difficulties with most schools lacking formal remedial programmes. As children from weaker 

sections enter their portals, the need for such services is only going to increase.

A U.S. study

A study in the United States revealed that the vocabulary of a three-year-old child of professional 

parents was 1,100 words whereas, a child whose parents were on welfare had a vocabulary of just 525 

words. Under the RTE, poor children were admitted in 2011 into Shri Ram School, New Delhi. An 

article in the Wall Street Journal quoted the principal, Manika Sharma as saying: “The teachers have 

come into my office and broken down. They say, ‘Help us. There is no learning happening for the other 

affluent children. What we achieved in one week with kids before is taking three weeks.'” Writer John 

Gardner aptly says, “The schools are the golden avenue of opportunity for able youngsters but they 

are also the arena in which less able youngsters discover their limitations.” As private schools open 

their doors, educators have to ensure that children from poor homes do not feel threatened by their 

more able and affluent peers, both academically and socially. Schools need resource personnel who 

can counsel and help these children realise their potential. In addition to supplementary remedial 
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classes that help students bridge the academic divide, all children should be sensitised on getting 

along amicably.

Even as the child who comes to school in a chauffeur driven car, studies alongside the chauffeur's 

child, the government cannot shy away from upgrading infrastructure, enhancing teacher quality and 

promoting educational attainment in public schools. As a society, we need to make a concerted effort 

to achieve educational excellence, both government and private. Private educators and the 

government have to work synergistically to loosen the shackles of our strictly stratified society.

(Aruna Sankaranarayanan is Director, Prayatna. E-mail: arunasankara@gmail.com)
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